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to Western classical music. Thus we
find the major record companies paying too much attention to purely technical matters in order to cover up the
artistic vacuum. Please note that I am
not at all saying that there are not to-.
day artists of the caliber of the.performers of the past; there are. One
only has to look at the case of Margaret

As art forms slide into artistic bankruptcy there is a strong tendency for
them to become mannerist in style;
that is, to cling to existence, to cry

out for continued attention, through
an overindulgence in particular eyecatching aspects of their art. ln the
case of the major recording companies,
it is debatable as to whether they have
ever been part of an artistic medium
as opposed to an economic enterprise,
but they display all of the mannerist
characteristics of an art form suffering
from traumatic change. Where once,
for example, those companies could
.

call upon Toscanini, Furtwangler,
Walter, Reiner, Boult et al., all of whom
were active at the same time, the companies now find themselves bereft of
conductors of that ability and tradition
(Karajan, the one possible exception is
an issue unto himself and deserves a
separate consideration). They are saddled with all too many instant superstars, often of their own making, who
have never been allowed the time to
develop fully as interpreters. By now,
those companies should also find themfaced, I think, with the growing

selves

realization that there does not seem to
be much new left to say, given the circumstances in which records are being
produced, about the works which they
have canonized as central necessities

Price or of Clifford Curzon to realize
that there is quite a difference between
the very real ability of a number of performers and the way in which they are

treated by the record industry.
The less one has to say, the louder
one shouts-we are never more adamant
in an argument than when we are the
least sure of our position-and thus the
hype is becoming ever more clangorous,
and a mutually self-dependent and selfdestructive relationship has developed
between the publicity makers and both
budding and established artists. Selfdestructive, because there comes a time
when maximum tolerable loudness and

market saturation have been reached
and because in the ever more rapid introduction and turnover of stars there
comes a point at which a new starship
is launched every week and no one cares
any longer. Add to this th'e continuing
dependency on a "safe" repertoire, a
recording and rerecording of a limited
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rather than vice versa. This characteristic is also to be heard'in analog recording, with its often pyrotechnical display
of knob twiddling and multitrack manipulation.
The second major technological excess occurs in the playing technique
itself, whether it be solo or orchestral,
as in the development of the luscious,
soft-edged attack, or the glossy, homogenized orchestral sound. All very lovely,
but all distracting attention from the
routine quality of the musical interpretations themselves. lf you have nothing
to say, you say it wonderfully well and
hope that nobody notices the vacuity
of the utterance. As Lao Tsu put it:
"False teachers of the way of life use
flowery words and start nonsense."
All of this by way of introduction
to this Deutsche Grammophon recording debut of the twenty-two-year-old
Russian-lsraeli Shlomo Mintz, a most
talented violinist, whose true abilities
have been lost within this example of
mannerist record production.
It seems all too unfortunately clear
that the choice of repertoire with
which to showcase this new soloist
has little to do with the player's abilities and a great deal to do with immediate sales. I feel a silent fear that
classical music is withering due to this
continuing concentration on the music of the past. There should be general concern about the truly pitiful proportion of music (violin music in particular) composed during the last half
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of this century that has been recorded
by the major record companies. ls not
young, new virtuoso the ideal person
to present the sounds and music of today, the sounds that he has grown up
with and to which he is inherently
attuned? During a recital at the Library
of Congress, Mintz played three twentieth-century works and showed a
greater understanding of them than he
does of the music of Mendelssohn ind
Bruch. ln his playing of works by
Prokofiev, Ravel, and Bloch, he displayed a variety of tone color, wit and
dynamic range that is missing from his
record debut. Similarly, his concert
performance of the Paganini D Major
Concerto, with the New York Philharmonic under Mehta, was full of panache
and an infectious sense of abandon,
qualities that are missing from this
a

record.

ln the Mendelssohn Concerto,
Mintz's sweet and vibrant tone is apparent from the start, as is his smooth
bowing, and indeed his response to the
whole Concerto is warmly musical.
However, his playing of measure 139
of the first movement is one of many
indications that his response to the
music is not as full of interpretative
nuances as it might be. The measure is
marked pp tranquillo, Mintz plays it
at mf . There follows the first of several
examples of the most disturbing aspect
of his playing to be heard on this record.
Mintz completely disregards the composer's dynamic indications, and plays
American Record Guide

the opposite of what Mendelssohn
asked for. Thus at measure 147:

lodic line, but the vibrato, and thus the
tone, is unvaried.
Two brief passages from his perforrr
ance of the Bruch should be noted.
The figuration in the middle of m.518:

is played:
>
-r,
The same
type of thing occurs in the
third movement, m.691:
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where the dynamic indications are ignored and again at mm.815-817:
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where
the dynamic and tonal notations
produce no change in his playing.
Bruch's indications receive the same
treatment, as, for example in m.10
where:
*:r-2
:l;:,
_1-...t
-t
becomes:
?: ,^)
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his interpretation is warmly romantic
throughout. His playing of the Adagio
displays a lyrical response to the me-

r
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I do not mention these so as to be
overly picky, but rather to demonstrate
a disturbing and repeated characteristic

of these performances.
Mintz's playing of the Andante in
the Mendelssohn is sweet and affecting
and the third movement receives a perky
performance with even a hint of a smile
in his playing.

ln the Bruch Concerto Mintz opens
with a lovely, leisurely solo ad lib. and
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drops out and is all but inaudible. At
the stringendo, m.622 Mintz actually
slows down. But looking at Mintz's
performances as a whole, rather than
at the details, his playing of both concertos is impressive; warm toned, secuf
and vibrant.
Abbado's overall concepts are more
problematic. The continually softedged orchestral attacks become wearing and by the wind chords that set
off the Allegro molto vivace of the
Mendelssohn the ear cries out for a
solid, bracing fanfare, but, as expecteo
vve get a sonic limp lettuce instead.
Tempos are broad throughout both
concertos and the general concept is
large-scaled for both works. The stylistic concept seems also to be the
same for both, and there is little indi-

cation from the orchestral interpretation that the composition of these
works is separated by over a quarter
of a century of considerable musical
development-a quarter-centu ry wtr ich
saw the composition of Wagner's early
operas, including Lohengrin, many of
Liszt's symphonic poems, Brahms's
J
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First Piano Concerto, middle Verdi
operas and so on. One is, I think, justified in expecting some difference in
the approaches to Mendelssohn and

Bruch. lnstead we get all-purpose early
romantic, European-international style.
One does not know to whom the
blame should go for the shocking
recorded sound. Mintz is recorded too
close up, and is placed in an (artificially?)
more reverberant acoustic ambience
than the orchestra. lndeed, the orehestral sound is muted, or rather softly
homogenized, as though, to continue
mixing metaphors, one were listening

with a light wadding of cotton wool in
the ears. And it really would have
helped if Deutsche Grammophon could
have found a studio large enough so
that the brass and timpani need not
have been placed in the next room. Or
so they sound. Consequently, the solo
violin, in its much closer perspective,
seems out of scale with the rest, and
being so, it is difficult to listen behind
it to what the orchestra is playing.
There are beguiling things to be heard
from the orchestra, such as the mist of
sound, like an aerosol spray of perfumed tones, behind the soloist during
the Andante of the Mendelssohn. But
these are musically unnatural sounds

that exist in no experienced physical
space. There is a break-up of the recorded sound in the inner grooves of
side 1
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I have the distinct impression that
more and more record sleeves are coming unglued before the record is even
extracted. The sleeve to my copy disintegrated before my eyes. Clearly a
decent, sticking glue is going the way
of natural recorded sound. John Warrack
wrote the liner notes on the music but
in view of the actual performances it is
ironic he should comment that in the
Mendelssohn "the violin is not here presented as in lofty, solo contrast to the
orchestra but is much more closely
integrated to it . . . But Mendelssohn's
idea of integrating the violin closely into
the texture of the orchestra is further

developed [in the Bruch]." Mintz,
Abbado and, especially, Hiemann (the
engineer) should have taken note.
No data is given as to the date or
venue of the recording. These surely
should automatically be included on
all releases. No information is given as
to performing editions used, with the
one exception of the orchestral parts
for the Bruch-did they play the Mendelssohn without music? The edition for,
and the editor of, the solo part should
always be provided, especially where

violin music is concerned, since most
soloists and editors delight in "improving" the composer's phrasing and articulation. Nor do the liner notes tell us
that Mintz played on two instruments
during the Mendelssohn since his violin
he plays a (Guadagnini) came apartAmerican
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more failure of glue-and he had to play
the Andante on a less resonant bor-

rowed instrument.
The brief biographical note on

Mintz is unsigned, and, as one of the
most exciting young violinists of our
day, he deserves better. lf Oliveira is
at one extreme of a scale of young
virtuosos today -huge tone and seemingly limitless technique-and Belkin,
as the sensitive poet of the violin, is at
the other extreme, then Mintz, located
in between them, combines the best
of both.
But for all Mintz's huge talent and
superb playing on this disc, the artistic
production as a whole is hampered by
the necessities of marketing and fear
of risk that leads to mediocrity and
playing safe. Even if Deutsche Grammophon was not going to risk the

introduction of a new violinist with
performance of the Rochberg or

a

Petterssohn concertos, or commission
a new

work for violin from Crumb or

Del Tredici with which to present its
new star, they could at least have paired
the Delius and Barber concertos, or recorded an all Prokofiev disc, or anything but these two old, played-out
nags, much as I love them. How can
Mintz at this stage hope to compete
with the wisdom and abilities of Kreisler
or Heifetz? Kreisler's glorious performances of Mendelssohn's Concerto are
available, with Blech and The Berlin
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State Opera Orchestra, on Rococo 2[
and, with Ronald and the London Piharmonic Orchestra, on Seraphim lC
6043. Heifetz's two performances o{
Bruch's G Minor Concerto are availal
on RCA ARM4-0947 and RCA LSC-

2652. ln a recent interview, Mintz
promised a lot of recordings in the
future. I cynically expect that he wil:
be recording the Beethoven Concertc
before he has been able to sort out tf
editions, and Bach works before he h
learned the eighteenth-century perfo'
ing style, and I take it that the Four
Seasons is already in the can. We cle;
cannot expect the record companies .
exercise restraint and artistic corofilo,
sense and allow him to first develop I
obvious talent for twentieth-century
music so that he may have time to m
ture and develop the insights needed
commit to disc, in any meaningful w.
the works of the great masters. An icj
dream. There is no money in it. But a
the man said, "Art is long and econor
short.

"

IFAN PAYNE
Kansas State University
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(1957-

Names in ( ) indicats that the violinist did
study with that person but it is not known
whether he studied the violin or other musical subiects (composition, counterpoint, etc.).
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Names with (7) indicate that it is not sure
whether or not the violinist did in fact
study with him.
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The three violinists Buillot, Kreutzer, and
Rode wrote the influential Mbthode du

violin logelher.
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